What does SAS® MDM Advanced do?
SAS MDM Advanced is a multiple-domain master data management solution that includes the processes and technology needed to provide a trusted view of critical data assets. It uses an embedded data quality engine to analyze existing data sources, build a unified view and manage that data throughout all stages of its life cycle.

Why is SAS® MDM Advanced important?
It is critical for businesses to understand who their customers are, what they purchased and how to sell more to them. Organizations, including governments and the public sector, also need to know what is being spent on materials, gain an accurate view of suppliers and view inventory information to manage and control costs. Master data management is the creation of an accurate and unified view of different types of corporate data. SAS enables the streamlining and standardization of data to form a master data hub that provides consistent and uniform control of data across the enterprise. This delivers rapid results and supports increasingly important data governance initiatives.

For whom is SAS® MDM Advanced designed?
It is designed for data stewards and members of an organization’s data integration and quality teams. The simplified and consistent interface also makes it easy for business analysts to use.

Key Benefits
• Improve revenue generation. Linking operational systems provides consolidated customer profile and activity information that enables businesses to identify additional cross-sell, up-sell and product bundling opportunities.
• Enhance customer relationships. A unified view of customers and other data entities enables businesses to optimize all customer interactions, including sales opportunities, customer support, billing and more.
• Make informed, fact-based decisions. Creating a unified view of customers, suppliers, products and other entities allows reliable linking to core operational systems and provides a consolidated view of each entity. The result is more accurate and complete data for use in predictive analytics, which leads to improved, fact-based decision making.
• Reduce risk by providing governance capabilities needed for compliance. Unified and consistent reference data is needed to meet risk objectives. SAS provides governance capabilities necessary for compliance, including validation and integrity controls as well as audit trails and lineage information.
• Provide unified, trusted data for use in SAS® solutions. SAS MDM Advanced augments other SAS software by ensuring high-quality reference data that serves as the foundation for business analytics solutions such as SAS Customer Intelligence, SAS Fraud Management, SAS Risk Management and more.
Product Overview

The purpose of master data management (MDM) is to identify, link and reconcile data from various sources to create a unified and trusted view of core data assets, and to provide the integration processes needed to make that data consumable by other enterprise applications. It also enables you to manage and evolve that information over time.

Whether you need a unified view of customers to support sales and marketing efforts or a single view of materials to streamline procurement, MDM can turn messy data into consistent information by creating and managing an enterprise “best record” approach.

SAS enables you to define the processes and standardize data within a central data repository for uniform control of information throughout your organization. SAS MDM Advanced provides the foundation for either a staged MDM implementation or a comprehensive initial deployment, allowing your own organizational needs to drive MDM deployment options.

Best-in-class data quality technology

SAS MDM Advanced is built upon best-in-class data quality and data profiling technologies, including address verification, data standardization and parsing. This innovative approach ensures that data is explored, profiled, understood, cleansed, properly linked and enhanced before it is integrated into the master data repository. In addition, a fully extensible knowledge base can be customized with a GUI to ensure data cleansing rules are implemented to your specifications.

Multiple domain data model

SAS provides a flexible, entity-based data model that can be used to create master data domains for individuals (citizens, customers, students, patients, etc.), organizations (suppliers, vendors, hospitals, facilities, etc.), site, product, asset or other data entities. Householding, peer relationships, clustering and entity hierarchies are all supported in the data model. Multiple domains provide flexibility so you are not limited to just a single domain (e.g., customers) for information. This delivers a more accurate and complete picture of each entity.

Master data repository

The master data repository is a configurable database that stores your master data. It enables you to create a master view of customers, products, inventory, materials, assets and virtually any other type of data. Matching and identification processes take place within this hub. The system analyzes individual records and links them based on a set of identified rules.

In addition, the hub design makes it possible to historically rebuild data views. All changes are captured and preserved along with other information such as who made modifications and when. This auditable, historical view of master records means that the relevant data history required for data governance is maintained in the solution infrastructure.

Equally important to efficiently loading data into the MDM repository is the ability to update the repository as source systems change and feed cleansed information back to operational systems. SAS provides the ability to create and manage data inside the master repository.

Intuitive interface and browser-based stewardships console

An intuitive, browser-based GUI called the Master Data Manager makes it easy to control the master data hub, as well as the processes and job workflows that govern the creation of your master data. The interface lets you easily manipulate and visualize master data records, and can be used to search the master data hub to see what data has been merged by whom and when the merge took place. It enables you to manage interrelated data elements such as tiered and networked hierarchical structures. The Web-based console allows data stewards and business analysts to analyze existing data resources and design data governance...
workflows and business rules. Because it is easy to use, business users and IT staff members can collaborate more effectively, minimizing the time and complexity of the MDM deployment.

**Role-based access**

Role-based access, also known as data masking, is provided so data stewards can control what information users are able to access. This protects sensitive and confidential information such as Social Security numbers and other personally identifiable information.

**Entity resolution and matching**

Entity resolution solves the problems that arise when an organization has two or more sources of information containing records on the same set of real-world entities. If the source systems have evolved independently, it is unlikely that unique identifiers exist to link the data that is in different systems. SAS provides a patented data-matching engine to match and merge records from multiple systems. Optimally, fields from the different systems can be combined to create a “best record” of each entity.

**Survivorship**

Determining “best” values is also called survivorship. When there are different data values, decisions must be correlated to create a “best record.” SAS uses a core matching process that combines both parsing and standardization. Using industry-leading data matching and survivorship capabilities, MDM from SAS can be configured to use virtually any kind of match rule or best-record creation rule for the process of identify resolution and management.

**Batch and real-time deployment**

With SAS MDM Advanced, data can be loaded into the hub and searched using batch processes or real-time service-oriented architecture (SOA) interfaces.
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**Key Features**

**Best-in-class data quality and data management capabilities**

- Standardize and rationalize data during the MDM data life cycle with capabilities that include:
  - Data access to more than 20 relational data sources, file-based sources, XML files and unstructured content.
  - Data profiling, exploration and entity resolution.
  - Data quality features for address verification, standardization, parsing, etc.
  - Data matching, linking and householding.
  - Data-rule monitoring.

**Multiple-domain data models**

- Create master data domains for party (citizen, customer, student, patient, etc.), organization, site, supplier, product, asset or other data elements:
  - Identify and centralize key core reference data.
  - Grow from batch-oriented maintenance to real-time application integration through SOA.

**Master data repository: hub loading and maintenance**

- Customize data models and transformation/hub-loading processes for common entities (person, organization, location, etc.).
- Support for hub loading and maintenance processes with:
  - Out-of-the-box models that are extensible and user-created models that can be easily and seamlessly integrated with other models.
  - Built-in data quality functionality such as address verification, standardization, parsing, etc.
  - Entity matching, source system record linking, cross-referencing and best-record creation.
  - Data-rule monitoring.
  - Historical tracking with changes saved for contributing records and best records.
- Initial load and incremental transformation/load capabilities.

**Browser-based data governance and data stewardship console**

- Control the master data hub, as well as the processes and workflows that govern the creation of master data, through an intuitive, business-focused interface that lets you:
  - Search and display entities.
  - Create a common language for business data and collaborate on the development and management of business terms across the enterprise.
  - Build and manage relationships and hierarchies across data elements through a Web-based interface.
  - Perform entity resolution and survivorship tasks with clusters of entities.
  - Manage access to attribute content by role, allowing only authorized individuals to view sensitive attribute content.
  - Manage metadata for entities, attributes and transformations.
  - View dynamic and batch reports.

**Entity resolution and matching**

- Create and maintain the master record using a patented data-matching engine.

**Survivorship**

- Validate master data representation through entity resolution, best-record selection and editing, and the creation of a universal identifier.

**Batch and real-time deployment**

- Import data, service inquiries and searches into the hub through batch or real-time (service-oriented architecture) interfaces.

**Enterprisewide data governance**

- Support the consistent maintenance and use of master data attributes through a common data model and centralized data maintenance and access processes.
- Ensure ongoing conformance with rules and quality using data profiling and business-rule monitoring.
Batch jobs derived from SAS can be repurposed as business services that accept data on a record-by-record basis. This enables enforcement of business logic, exception handling, identity management and data quality across enterprise applications.

**A standards-based, platform-independent approach**

Because SAS MDM Advanced can work within virtually any IT environment, your organization can implement a master data management initiative with minimal system disruption.

**Enterprisewide data governance**

With role-based access, auditable and historical views of master records, and a stewardship console that enables workflow modeling, SAS offers complete support for enterprisewide data governance projects. Combining the processes and strengths of master data management with powerful and proven business analytics from SAS, organizations can transform their disparate data into a strategic asset that empowers better decision making.
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**For More Information**

To learn more about SAS MDM Advanced, view screenshots and see other related material, please visit [sas.com/mdm](http://sas.com/mdm).

Integrated batch and dynamic reporting enables data stewards, business analysts and other users to drill into master data and identify, diagnose and resolve data quality issues.

Data administrators can create new entities and modify existing entities with the same simplified and consistent interface. They can also generate and publish associated SOA-enabled jobs for creating, editing and managing the master data over its entire life cycle.